
Standard Contractor Warranty

Aspen has the strongest warranties to protect your investment.  We give the best warranties so owners have the peace of mind that they will always 
be covered no matter what.  We do the best work in the industry and that is why we can offer the best warranty.  See how our warranty compares 
to others.

Aspen’s Ironclad Warranty

Notification
of Claim

Standard Manufacturer Warranty

✓ X XEasy - notify Aspen and we will
fix immediately

Difficult - written notice mailed to
manufacturer within 30 days of discovery

of leak or problems with proof of purchase.
Also may require you submit, at your expense,
samples of materials for testing and photos.

Roof Size
Limits ✓ X XNo size limits

2000 square feet or 5 years for a business to
cover material and labor Usually only residential

Length of
Warranty ✓ X X

Lifetime of product on all materials
supplied in job and includes all material

and labor

3-10 years but does not cover underlayment,
metalwork, flashings or other related work
nor cost to remove or dispose of shingles

2-10 years

Improper
Installation ✓ X XCovered Not covered Depends on what the issue is

Expansion or Contraction
of Counter Flashing &

Metal Work ✓ X XCovered Not covered Not covered

Change in
Building Usage ✓ X XCovered Not covered Not covered

Interior from
Repair ✓ X XCovered Not covered Not covered

Unsure of Cause ✓ X XAspen checks for free
You have to prove it was from

their products
You have to prove it was from

their installation

✓ X XRepair
Limitations

None Labor rarely covered Materials rarely covered

Difficult when you can’t reach anymore
or only covered for a few years
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Transfer to New
Owner ✓ X XCovered for the property

with no fees and no transfer limits
Maybe covered for a fee Not covered

Aspen’s Ironclad Warranty
vs. All Others


